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and on the bsis (f the incorrect translation 'ost ,eoile cr all w o knew it to be in-

correct didn't read tp to know it to be false but they said. that James asaid it and they

decided, to let it O and so they made a decision based on an incorrect translation and then

by inspiration of the writer of the hook presented to us a correct picture of the er or

which James riakes and thatis altogether possible. Itis extremely unreasonable under the

circumstances --inspiration is a 'atter of writing and not of speaking but when a headof

n church spe, he saeaks decisivi'ly on a matter of OT interpretation &n a talk aad.

when he maks a mistake inspiration leads me to believe that either that would be omitted

from the report written in the inspired Word or else that we would be informed that it was

a "istake. Q.ues. James is talking to people who could read in the hebre; Bible and James

is what i is and he cuotes it in the common :reek traislation and he cuotes what the Sept.

saysbut if the Sept. was not what the Hebrew said and. he quoted it as such surely the Holy
it

Spirit in having it written down would have ommitted half or at least halfof that trans

lation. Qes. James thinks it means the other and personally I think James is right.

Qies. about the vowel letters. The vowel leters--we don't know when they wer-44eth

put in. whey were put in l'ng ao and they were an original writing --in the hebrew manu

script you find great perversity in the putting" in and leaving outof vowel letters. The

vowel letters were not considered as a stable part of the contents and there is hardly

a manuscript of any length where there is tuttin'' in of vowles and then of taking out some.

S,-me have the vowels in andsome have the vowels out. he vowel letters were not considered

in the same catagorey at all. Ques. aoout Acts. Of course Acts is simply quoting James.

Ques. about the difference in the Greek lanage or the Aramaic. hatever he spoke in I

don't think he would say but what he actual said was, "the,,,, may possess the rest of Edom.U

Particularly if the point of debate was that he was raising th point of Aebate up to a

higher level and when it speaks of conservative and political government and. all of that,

we think of it as lifted up to be pictures of the church in spiritual life and. that is

exactly what he did. Ques. As the Sept. has it it seems to me it is the answer to the

quin. "his matter then has the vowel letter wrong and it has some po.nting although

a mor definite pointing. The Sept. translated this as mankind and that translation would

not be affected then by tryiag to bring it up to a higher level and it is the Sept. trans

lator sayinP what he thcuht the vow&i meant. The inspiration wonld seem to meo mean that
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